
          The adventures of Captain Kirk "special high seas" P2               

The Professor, Batman and spiderman will organize a series of scuba dives in the hope of finding traces of poor Captain Kirk. The Professor 
called Edgard back as a backup.

-It's weird I'm going straight to the 
bottom, 

Be-Bop-A-Lula. Be-Blop-Blup-Blop-
Blop-Blop!

-We have to go fish him out, Spiderman, dive in.

-No Professeur, I can't swim!

-But what exactly do you know how to make yourself
look like a mummy?

Ah ! Here comes Edgard, sporty as he is, he will dive 
immediately. Here's another ship coming towards us?

Ah! My poor Batman, I thought you
were dead.

-Me too Professor, when I saw the
monster swallow the spaceship I thought

it would eat me too.

The poor man, the Professor thinks,
loses his mind, it is probably the

decompression stops he could not
respect that give him hallucinations.

-Quick, get back on board, we'll talk
about all this in the cabin.

As Batman came to the surface after
getting rid of his suit, he saw a ship

sinking into the ocean in front of
him, which a sea monster was trying

to devour.

 Was Vlad eaten by the sea monster?

The sequel to the next
episode.marin ?

-You see, my dear Spiderman, you have to organize this 
operation like great professionals. With method and 
pragmatism on the one hand, and rationality on the other!
-Teacher, look, Batman's going down.
-Batman! Batman! Batman! Close your suit, you left the 
window open.
- Batman! Batman! Batman! Batman! Don't dive, you 
haven't put on your lead soles.
-Unfortunately, he went down, but do something, 
Spiderman!

 Vlad in his fast-moving ship did not
see the Professor's aircraft led by
Edgard. When Edgard can't see

Vlad's ship since he's training with a
balloon in the cockpit. The shock is
inevitable, it is powerful, Vlad's ship
falls into the water, the Professor's
much stronger aircraft has only a

slight bump. 
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